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Free2Move eSolutions and Jeep® Wrangler 4xe, working together towards 

sustainable development, offer ALL-e electric charging solutions 

 

• To provide Jeep® Wrangler 4xe customers with a truly carefree mobility experience, 

Free2Move eSolutions has developed a series of solutions – forming part of ALL-e – to make it 

as easy as possible to manage electric charging of the new plug-in hybrid version of the Jeep 

icon 

• Courtesy of these integrated mobility packages, a single monthly fee will enable Wrangler 4xe 

customers to charge their cars at public charge points and at home, with the aim of making 

the Wrangler 4xe experience even more comprehensive 

• In its 4xe plug-in hybrid version, the Jeep Wrangler can deliver 380 horsepower, with its 

combination of a 2.0-litre Turbo petrol engine and an electric motor 

  

The international media drive in which the new Jeep® Wrangler 4xe demonstrated its inimitable 

qualities in everyday use in the city and its renowned off-road capabilities has just drawn to a close: the 

brand’s icon in its 4xe plug-in hybrid version is the most powerful, efficient, sustainable and technically 

advanced model ever. 

The new Jeep® Wrangler 4xe has a plug-in hybrid powertrain, offering the option of driving in zero-

emissions full-electric mode and range that can exceed 50 km in the urban cycle. Courtesy of the union 

of the expertise of Jeep and Free2Move eSolutions (the joint venture between Stellantis and Engie EPS, 

established with the aim of becoming an international leader in the design, manufacturing and supply 

of e-mobility products and services), integrated solutions forming part of the ALL-e charging offers have 

been created with a single common goal: the most straightforward and comprehensive customer 

experience. 

With the two mobility packages on offer, Basic and Evo, Wrangler 4xe customers will be able to charge 

their car at the public charge points and at home, for a single monthly fee. 

Basic includes the safe, high-performance easyWallbox – the easy-to-use and easy-to-install charging 

system – equipped with a built-in cable and charging for 2,000 km available at over 75% of the public 

charge points in Italy. 

Evo is the all-inclusive version, including the easyWallbox and professional installation (so customers 

can fast charge the car at up to 7.4 kW), with the increase in energy that can be delivered at home and 

100% green energy supply courtesy of the partner operator Wekiwi. 
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Even better, with Evo, the energy for private and public charging covers 4,000 km of journeys per year, 

all full-electric. With this package, customers can benefit from the government incentive to reimburse 

50% of the costs: this scheme will be managed in full by Free2Move eSolutions, to provide a stress-free 

experience for customers, who will only pay the amount net of the incentive. 

Both offers also include the installation of easyCounter, a device to monitor the consumption related to 

vehicle charging. 

All the information you could need is now available at www.all-e.com and will soon also be put up on 

www.jeep-official.it, as well as throughout the Jeep dealership network in Italy. 

 

Information on Free2Move eSolutions 

Free2Move eSolutions is a joint venture between Stellantis and Engie EPS, aimed at becoming a leader in the 

design, development, manufacturing and distribution of electric mobility products. In a spirit of innovation and as a 

precursor, the company will guide the transition to new forms of electric mobility, to contribute to reductions in 

CO2 emissions. 

Free2Move eSolutions is therefore a new international technological player, which can count on a team with great 

skills and specific knowledge, with the ability to offer innovative, easy and affordable mobility solutions. With its 

amazing technological innovation, its advanced digitisation and its forward-looking approach, Free2Move 

eSolutions aims to simplify the transition to a more sustainable mobility. For more information, go to 

www.esolutions.free2move.com. 
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